YOUR PERFECT Sized CONDOM

It only feels right, when it fits right!

Your advantage:
7 sizes for a perfect fit that offers greater safety and feeling.

Use the MY.SIZE measuring tape to find your perfect fitting condom.

Carefully wrap the MY.SIZE measuring tape around the thickest part of your erect penis and read our recommended size shown by the arrow.

Attention: Be careful when cutting the measuring tape as paper edges could be sharp!

With the shown size you have found your perfect sized MY.SIZE condom.

Note: To find your perfect MY.SIZE condom the circumference of your penis is important, not its length.

Tip: If you like a closer or wider fit, try one condom size bigger or smaller. It is most important though that the condom doesn't slip off or restrict you!

"Having the right sized condom can enhance pleasure and improve satisfaction while preventing the transmission of HIV and other STIs."

New Zealand AIDS Foundation
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